
SOLICITATIONS WORKING GROUP MEETING
6/28/22

Agenda
1. Prepare for 7/11 EE 3P Solicitations Semi-Annual Stakeholder Forum
2. Decide on CEDMC panelists

Meeting Notes

Prep for 7/11

● On 6/16, Greg and Clark continued their discussion with Justin Galle (Energy
Division) focusing on the July 11, Energy Efficiency Third-Party Solicitations
Semi-Annual Stakeholder Forum.

● At the Forum, CEDMC will have a 45 minutes slot for a panel of implementers to
walk through key solicitations challenge points (and solutions) and opportunities.

● Other panelists are likely to include CPUC (kicking off the discussion), IOUs, and
independent evaluators.

● Specific questions for the CEDMC panel to consider:
○ What has changed for implementers since the solicitation process started?
○ What have been recent structural challenges to programs, including

COVID? Discussion during the call covered the following:
■ Challenges with subcontractors - flowdown? Is this limiting

engagement between prime contractors and subcontractors?
■ Working capital to implement programs - potential bottlenecks?

Because of lag-time between work and pay, there may be
anticipation to be able to wait 12-18 months before payment.

● Are these best practices - are there better practices to link to
pay for performance (in a regulatory context)?

● Biggest lag may be between contract award and notice to
proceed. 12+ month wait between the two have been
experienced.

■ Terms and conditions seem beneficial towards IOUs or PAs in that
they may own software/tools used or developed for a program.
Seems to create potential friction without providing any clear benefit
to ratepayers. Joint ownership is logistically very challenging.

○ What are implementers looking for in the future of these solicitations
(opportunities/solutions)?

● The panel should also consider opportunities for more expedited ruling for 3p.
This may be back on the schedule to be addressed this year.

● The issue on how to improve opportunities for disadvantaged businesses to
participate/participate more was discussed and may be an issue worth
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addressing during the forum. Built-out networks are often missing/not
substantially established as well as funding opportunities.

○ Visibility to bidder lists also often a challenge, sometimes considered
proprietary information. There is likely/often room for negotiation here,
though that may not be made clear to bidders.

● Feedback process for unsuccessful bidders has not substantially improved
across the board.

● It may be helpful to raise the 2-stage VS single-stage issue.
● If we are submitting slides, the initial target date is 6/30 for the 7/11 meeting.

Note: It is likely the CEDMC panel will not submit slides.
● The intent is for ED to send materials on July 6th.

Decide on CEDMC Panelists; here’s a tentative list of panelists thus far:

● Greg Wikler, CEDMC (facilitator)
● Joanne O’Neill, CLEAResult
● Ying Wang, Okapi Architecture
● Dan Stay, Guidehouse

Next Meeting
Our next Working Group meeting will be on Tuesday July 26, 2022.  This meeting will
recur on a monthly basis on the Fourth Tuesday at 2 – 3 pm.  An invite from
Admin@cedmc.org has gone out to all folks on the Working Group.
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